PENN OUTCLASSES
INSTITUTE BOXERS

Red and Blue Captures Five Contests Out of Six—Bradley
Wins for Technology is Heavy-
weight Champion

REFEREE STOPS 9 BOUTS

The boxing team of the University of Pennsylvania defeated the

Institute team last Saturday night at

am., the first victory of the

first for the Blue and White team

is achieved by George Denker, once

weight champion. The Penn victory resulted in technical

the referee starting the bout in the

second round, which was stopped by

the Institute team after further punishment.

The most sensational bout was the

first between James Ross '17 and H. J.

Spence, the Penn captians. In the first

round, a right upper cut to the

head took unanswerable toll of

the Blue, and this early and this

time, he might have been counted

out. Another very fast bout was

between P. C. Paul '20 and Tommy

O'Haller, the former 135 pound

weight champion. For two rounds the

pair was steady and close, and during the

first round a right cross to the jaw

was stopped by the referee when T. H.

Smith, the Institute fighter, started.

The Institute team lost the third

round, ending the bout in a technical

defeat in the second round, the

Blue being master of the situation at all times. Another round was

adjusted by the referee when T. H.

Bolster '20 was penalized a foul

blow on the stalemate. While of the

four Christians, 21, was victorious by the

referee dropping the bout in the

second round, and this young son of the

red and blue entry has toiled for years to

win, but his efforts were not rewarded by either the

winner or the fourth round was
counted out. The round Christians

was too tired that he could not put up

a very good fight, which would have

satisfied the referee stopped the

match, giving the bout to the

red and blue representative.

Andover Runners Win With

Score of 60-48

The Institute Freshmen won at the

tail end of a 60-48 score in a slow

race with Andover. A strong wind and a soft track made good
times impossible.

One hundred-yard dash—"Coupe for

losses"—Gage, Andover; second, Webster, M. I. T.; third, Rogers,

Andover; time—10.66.

Two hundred and twenty-yard dash

—"Mime, M. I. T.; second, Webster, M. I. T.; third, Gillis, Andover;

time—22.56.

Two hundred and forty-yard dash—

"Smith's"—Smith, M. I. T.; second,

Allen, Andover; third, Neloans, Andover; time—24.56.

Eight hundred and eighty-yard run

—"Glidden's"—Glidden, M. I. T.;

second, Glidden, Andover; third,

Glidden, Andover; time—2:00.5.

Three hundred-yard hurdles—

"Lambert's"—Lambert, M. I. T.;

second, Glidden, Andover; third,

Glidden, Andover; time—59.1.

Hammer throw—"Bryan's"—Bryan,

M. I. T.; second, Bryan, Andover; third,

Bryan, Andover; time—11.5.

Bleu hurdles—"Hoff's"—Hoff, Andover;

second, Hoff, Andover; third,

Hoff, Andover; time—11.5.

Bleu hurdles—"Hoff's"—Hoff, Andover;

second, Hoff, Andover; third,

Hoff, Andover; time—11.5.

Bleu hurdles—"Hoff's"—Hoff, Andover;

second, Hoff, Andover; third,

Hoff, Andover; time—11.5.